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Abstract: Lake extent is an indicator of water capacity as well as the aquatic ecological and
environmental conditions. Due to the small sizes and rapid water dynamics, monitoring the extent
of small lakes fluctuating between 2.5 and 30 km2 require observations with both high spatial and
temporal resolutions. The paper applied an improved surface reflectance (SR) downscaling method
(i.e., IMAR (Improved Modified Adaptive Regression model)) to downscale the daily SR acquired by
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra platform to a consistent 250-m
resolution, and derived monthly water extent of four small lakes in the Tibetan Plateau (Longre
Co, Ayonggongma Co, Ayonggama Co, and Ayongwama Co)) from 2000 to 2014. Using Landsat
ETM+ acquired on the same date, the downscaled MODIS SR and identified water extent were
compared to the original MODIS, observations downscaled using an early SR downscaling method
(MAR (Modified Adaptive Regression model)) and Wavelet fusion. The results showed IMAR
achieved the highest correlation coefficients (R2) (0.89–0.957 for SR and 0.79–0.933 for water extent).
The errors in the derived water extents were significantly decreased comparing to the results of
MAR and Wavelet fusion, and lakes morphometry of IMAR is more comparable to Landsat results.
The detected lake extents dynamic between 2000 and 2014 were analyzed using the trend and season
decomposition model (BFAST), indicating an increasing trend after 2005, and it likely had higher
correlations with temperature and precipitation variation in the Tibetan region (R2: 0.598–0.728 and
0.61–0.735, respectively).

Keywords: downscaling; Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS); lake change; BFAST

1. Introduction

Lakes only cover a small portion of the global land, but they are essential components of the
hydrosphere and water cycle, and their distributions over space and time greatly alter the Earth’s
surface conditions and influence the general circulation of the atmosphere. In addition, water dynamic
of lakes may lead to disasters such as flooding, outbreaks of waterborne disease and water shortage
in dry tropical areas, which may involve loss of lives [1]. Thus, monitoring the dynamic of lakes is
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essential for terrestrial ecosystems and human civilization. However, previous study mainly focuses
on large lake extent (two-dimension coverage of lakes), because it has very strong correlation with
the water capacity, and it is a robust indicator of lake water dynamic. Small lakes have been widely
ignored in virtually all global processes and cycles, while small lakes and ponds dominate the areal
extent of continental water [2]; recently, small-scale lakes in the Tibetan Plateau and its surrounding
areas are getting worse owing to ecological deterioration caused by human disturbance [3]. Serious
environmental problems have been reported for numerous lakes in the area, such as eutrophication,
salinization and pollution caused by the increased human pressure [4]. The remoteness, high altitude,
thin atmosphere and harsh weather conditions in western China make it difficult to monitor the
conditions of lakes using field observations.

However, remote sensing has become a foremost technique for monitoring land surface processes
(i.e., lakes dynamics and forest change), because Earth surface observations can be obtained periodically
by satellite sensors [5]. Studies related to lakes dynamics have been done using data acquired from
many remote sensing sensors, such as Landsat-5 TM (Thematic Mapper), Landsat-7 ETM+ (Enhanced
Thematic Mapper Plus), Quickbird, WorldView, IKONOS and MODIS, SPOT, ASTER (Advanced Space
borne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer), ALOS AVNIR-2 (Advanced Visible and Near
Infrared Radiometer type 2) and PALSAR (Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar),
etc. [6], which make it possible to accurately detect and delineate water body information [7–9].
Inland small water bodies intend to have fast variation due to flooding, drought, irrigation and
hydropower station construction. Satellite sensors, such as TM, ETM+, and SPOT, have relatively
higher spatial resolution, but longer revisiting cycles make it difficult for monitoring the rapid dynamics
of lakes. MODIS provides daily observations, and it is particularly suitable for detecting water
body dynamic [10]; however, the majority of its spectral bands, especially the water sensitive SWIR
bands, are observed at 500-m resolution, which limits the capability for monitoring small lakes [11].
For example, the normalized difference water index (NDWI) was commonly used to extract water
body boundary, which is designed based on both green and near infrared (NIR) bands [12]. Xu [13]
proposed the modified NDWI (MNDWI), which replaced NIR band with SWIR band. Ji et al. [14]
suggested that the MNDWI has a more stable threshold than other WIs. Feyisa et al. [1] proposed
two versions of an automated water extraction index (AWEI), namely AWEInsh (i.e., with no shadow)
and AWEIsh (i.e., with shadow), which require six MODIS bands.

Downscaling methods establish models between observations at their native coarser resolution
and a finer resolution reference to estimate the observations at the finer resolution. Applying the
methods to MODIS daily observation will produce daily multi-spectral estimates at a finer resolution,
which is in favor of monitoring small lakes dynamics [6]. MODIS images, as a common source of
remote sensing imagery used for global monitoring, contain 36 spectral bands, including two 250-m
spatial resolution bands (Bands 1–2), five 500-m bands (Bands 3–7) and 29 1-km bands. Numerous
methods have been developed to take the advantage of the finer resolution bands to downscale the
coarser resolution bands. For example, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) fusion method was used
to generate related finer resolution images, which, in general, had lower visual interpretation [15].
An adaptive regression model was proposed for every generic scene type (vegetation, desert/barren
land, snow, water and cloud), combining MODIS bands 3–7 with band 1, band 2 and Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to obtain bands 3–7 SR at 250-m resolution. The adaptive
regression model was built on MODIS MOD 02-Level-1B calibrated and geo-located at-aperture
radiances product (MOD02HKM/MOD02QKM) without atmospheric conditions correction. To build
an adaptive regression model, therefore, atmospheric correction was required to adjust for atmospheric
scattering and absorption effects, and a generic land cover classification was needed, which indicated
complicated and time-consuming processing steps [6]. Recently, geostatistical solutions, as a family of
image fusion methods, have received increasing attention in image downscaling, such as Kriging with
external drift (KED) [16] and area-to-point regression Kriging (ATPRK) [17]. Although geostatistical
solutions solve the issue of preserving the spectral properties of the observed coarse images,
these methods suffer from expensive computational cost because of semi-variogram modeling
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procedure. To eliminate the weakness of adaptive regression model, a downscaling method based
on the modified adaptive regression model (MAR) was presented towards extracting water bodies
from MODIS SR at 250-m resolution, but MAR has two limitations [6]. First, few uneven surface
reflection (SR) values can be observed, especially at the transition boundary of different land cover
types because of excessive enhancement caused by equally weighted average method for retaining the
spectral properties. Second, non-linear regression in MAR had resulted in some outliers on the water
bodies. The objective of this paper is to introduce an improved MODIS SR downscaling method to
address the issues in MAR; identify and analyze water extents of four lakes in Tibetan Plateau in the
past 15 years (2000–2014) using the daily downscaled 250-m resolution MODIS observations.

2. Study Area and Data Source

2.1. Study Area

Of 1055 lakes in Tibetan plateau (TP) [18], this paper focuses on four lakes located in the
center of Madoi County of Qinghai province because of the large historical extent variation and
their complex shapes, allowing investigating the performance of method (Figure 1) [19]. The area
of Madoi County is about 25,000 km2, and with an average elevation of 4,300 m, it is the highest
Chinese county by average elevation. The main type of land use in Madoi County is grassland,
nearly 77.93% of the total area, and grassland was degraded to sand [20]. According to Chinese
Lakes, the areas of four lakes are 19, 29.3, 37.6 and 22.7 km2, respectively, and they are supplied
by rivers in the south and precipitation. Average annual temperature in the lakes catchment is
−4.1 ◦C, and the annual precipitation is around 303.9 mm, which is measured by the weather
station in the north as Figure 1 shows [21]. Flooding and drought events have been recorded
in Madoi County. For example, only four short periods of precipitation were recorded between
May to October 2001, which caused a severe drought in the county [22]; a long and continuous
precipitation was recorded between 15 and 19 June 2007, which led to the dramatic extent increase
of the lakes [23]. For the largest lakes (Lake Zhaling and Eling) in Madoi County, a pumped-storage
power station was built in northern Lake Eling in 1998 [23], making it difficult to analyze environment
response for the lake dynamics. Conversely, Longre Co (lake I, 34◦52′N, 98◦55′E), Ayonggongma Co
(lake II, 34◦49′N, 98◦06′E), Ayonggama Co (lake III, 34◦47′N, 98◦12′E) and Ayongwama Co (lake IV,
34◦46′N, 98◦17′E), primarily influenced by natural environment, are located in the source region of
Yellow River.
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2.2. Data Sources

The MODIS sensors on the Terra and Aqua satellites have 2330 km swath viewing width and
a daily revisiting from middle to high latitude with 36 spectral bands ranging in wavelength from
0.4 µm to 14.4 µm. The sensor takes observations at Red and NIR bands at a nominal resolution of
250 m at nadir, five bands at 500 m, and the remaining 29 bands at 1 km (Table 1) [24]. MOD09GA
provides MODIS B1–7 daily SR at 500-m resolution and 1-km observation and geo-location statistics.
MOD09GQ provides MODIS B1-2 daily SR at 250-m resolution in conjunction with the MOD09GA
where important quality and viewing geometry information is stored [25]. The two products [26]
are distributed in the Sinusoidal (SIN) projection and HDF-EOS format. The global coverage of the
datasets is divided into 648 tiles.

Table 1. Part of bands information of MODIS.

Band Band ID Resolution (m) Bandwidth (nm)

R 1 (B1) 250 620–670
NIR 2 (B2) 250 841–876

B 3 (B3) 500 459–479
G 4 (B4) 500 545–565

SWIR1 6 (B6) 500 1628–1652
SWIR2 7 (B7) 500 2105–2155

The Landsat-7 ETM+ image (path/row: 134/36) acquired on the same dates as MODIS data
(21 September 2001) was collected for validating the results [27]. The coincident Landsat-7 ETM+
SR [28] had been preprocessed by Landsat ecosystem disturbance adaptive processing system
(LEDAPS (Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System), version 1.2.0, USGS EROS
(U.S. Geological Survey Earth Resources Observation and Science Center, Sioux Falls, SD, USA)
algorithm to transfer the DN values to SR [29].

3. Methods

3.1. Downscaling Method

An improved version (i.e., IMAR) of MAR is proposed in the paper to predict SR values (Vi(r, c))
at 250-m resolution for the four 500-m resolution spectral bands. IMAR includes two parts: regression
(Ṽi(r, c)) and residuals (Ri(r, c)) based on point spread function (PSF). The method first performs
regression of each coarser band to the finer band and then applies PSF to downscale the band residuals
from the regression model. The prediction of IMAR is

Vi(r, c) = Ṽi(r, c) + Ri(r, c), (1)

where Ṽi(r, c) and Ri(r, c) are the predictions of the regression and residuals based on PSF parts,
and r and c are row and column of pixels, respectively. The details regarding their calculation includes
four steps: (1) linear regression using the correlation coefficient (CC) for each coarse band; (2) optimal
window size selected by minimum residual; (3) spectral normalization based on PSF; and (4) calculation
of each pixel’s reflectance and outputting of downscaled MODIS images by adding regression value
and residual interpolation. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
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3.1.1. Regression between Finer and Coarser Bands

In order to build regression model with quality-better pixels, a few negative SR values resulted
from atmospheric correction algorithm were firstly filtered. In addition, cloud-contaminated pixels
can also affect the accuracy of regression model. We exclude both cloud and shadow pixels from the
regression data. Of the MODIS data, cloud and shadow are identified using the internal cloud and
shadow masks from the MODIS QA band, which is a 16 bits band with 1 km spatial resolution. Two of
the 16 bits are used to represent cloud state; one bit indicates cloud shadow status [25].

The regression part is presented as a linear function. The finer band to be fused for each coarse
band is determined by using the spectral similarity between bands (in terms of correlation coefficient
(CC)). MODIS band 1 has closer linear relationship with bands 3 and 4, while band 2 has similar
correlation to bands 5, 6 and 7 [15]. Based on such linear correlation, a linear regression model is
designed to estimate two coefficients for the j-th band at MODIS 500-m resolution. The regression
prediction is calculated as

Bj(r, c) = aiBi(r, c) + bi, (2)
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where Bi is the observed reflectance for band i (i = 1 or 2) at coarser resolution; Bj is observed reflectance
for band j (j = 3, 4, 6, 7); ai and bi are estimated by the linear model for the specific pixel; and r and c
are row and column of specific pixel at 500-m resolution.

The key issue is the estimation of the two coefficients for the j-th band, that is, ai and bi.
The relationship in Equation (2) is assumed to be universal at different spatial resolutions, and the
relationship built at coarse spatial resolutions can be applied at fine spatial resolution [30]. Based on
this hypothesis, Equation (3) holds

Bj(r/2, c/2) = aiBi(r/2, c/2) + bi, (3)

where Bi is the observed reflectance for band i (i = 1 or 2) at 250-m resolution; Bj is corresponding
predicted reflectance for band j (j = 3, 4, 6, 7); and r, c, ai and bi are derived from Equation (2).

3.1.2. Optimal Window (OW) Selection

To minimize the impact of vegetation diversity across different climatic and ecological zones,
latitudinal variation of surface properties, and sun-view geometry effects on the SR prediction,
the coefficients of regression model are estimated in a rectangular window centered to the MODIS
target pixel. Owing to the different spatial distribution of each land cover class, the optimal window
size s for each pixel, determined differently by minimum residual, ranges from rectangles of sizes of
3–21 MODIS pixels (0.15–10 km). Using the better-quality pixels within window length s, the built
regression prediction is closest to the observed coarse value.

s = Min
{

Bj(r, c)− [aj,tBj(r, c) + bj,t]
}

, (4)

where r and c are row and column of the MODIS target pixel at 500-m resolution; Bj is the observed SR
value for band j (j = 3, 4, 6, 7); and t is the window size ranging from 3 to 21. Obviously, the size s of
OW for the MODIS target pixel has the smallest residual. Thus, the window size s with the smallest
residual was set to the size of OW for the MODIS target pixel.

3.1.3. Residuals Interpolation using PSF

The size of OW was determined to reduce bias between regression prediction and the observed
coarse values. To the best of our knowledge, a perfect regression process does not exist without bias
between prediction and the observed coarse band. As a result, any regression model can definitely lead
to residuals. To honor the spectral properties, the residuals at coarser resolution should be interpolated
to finer spatial resolution, which was taken as the second phase of downscaling method. In this paper,
the residuals at finer spatial resolution were obtained by convolving residuals at the coarser resolution
with the PSF adopted for MODIS (Equation (5)).

R(x, y) = PSF ∗ r(u, w) =
x

PSF(x− u, y−w)r(u, w)dudw, (5)

where * denotes the convolution operator; x and y are coordinate offsets in relation to the center of the
finer spatial pixel; u and w are coordinate offsets in relation to the center of the coarser spatial pixels
within 5 × 5 window size centered on corresponding finer pixel; r (u, w) is the residual of coarser
spatial pixel located at (u, w); and R (x, y) is the interpolated residual.

PSF(x, y) = kexp(−x2 + y2

2σ2 ), (6)

The PSF of a sensor dictates how the radiation over an area (specified by the locations x and y)
and is integrated for generation of a pixel’s SR by the sensor. A two-dimensional Gaussian function is
used for PSF. σhere is the spread parameter, which is usually set as the half of the pixel size; and k is
sensor gain, which is usually set as 1 for MODIS sensor.
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3.2. Water Detection Method

Numerous water detection methods from remotely sensed imagery have been explored, which can
be divided into three categories: (1) the single-band threshold method based on spectral characteristic
of lower near-infrared reflectivity [31–33]; (2) the multi-band spectral relationship method using
logical judgment determined by the spectral difference between water and other land features [34–36];
(3) water index method by combining two or more spectral bands using various algebraic operations
to enhance the discrepancy between water bodies and land [1,12,37,38]. It is impossible to determine a
precise single-band threshold owing to different water quality, which makes the water index method
widely used (especially MNDWI) to eliminate the difference between bands [6]. Water spectral
reflectivity falls significantly since the wavelength of 0.6 um and the reflectivity of other land features
obviously is higher than water, which makes the near-infrared or short-wave infrared bands suitable
to detect water bodies. For the MODIS images, we can utilize bands 4 and 6 to extract water bodies
by constructing Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI) [13]. However, snow has
similar reflectance difference as water, the TP2000 Lake Inventory dataset is applied to provide lake
information and generate the lake seeds, which can expand water to lakes and remove noise [39].

MNDWI =
CH4−CH6
CH4 + CH6

, (7)

where CH4 and CH6 are visible green and shortwave-infrared band reflectance in MODIS image,
respectively. The threshold is set as 0.1, which is determined by visually comparing MODIS
observations with water results extracted from different thresholds.

3.3. Trend and Season Decomposition Model

Detecting and characterizing lakes change over time is the natural first step toward identifying the
driver of change and understanding the change mechanism. Therefore, in addition to some processes
related to anthropogenic (e.g., deforestation, urbanization and farming) disturbances, phenological
variability of lakes demonstrates the necessity of distinguishing long-term phenological change
from temporal variability. A generic change detection approach for time series data is adopted,
involving the detection and characterization of Breaks for Additive Seasonal and Trend (BFAST). BFAST
integrates the decomposition of time series into trend, seasonal, and remainder components with
methods for detecting and characterizing abrupt changes within the trend and seasonal components
(Equation (8)) [40]. The trend component describes a gradual change in time-series variables at a
time-scale longer than 1 year (which may include abrupt changes), indicating climate change and land
development and management. The seasonal component is a regular and periodic change at an annual
scale, primarily driven by the annual variation in insolation. The noise component is a stochastic and
irregular variation that is caused by observation conditions (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio), atmospheric
environments (e.g., clouds and aerosols) [41]. BFAST can be used to analyze different types of satellite
image time series, and applied to other disciplines dealing with seasonal or non-seasonal time series,
such as hydrology, climatology, and econometrics. In this paper, the algorithm is applied to lakes area,
average monthly temperature (AMT) and precipitation (AMP).

Yt = Tt + St + et (t = 1, ..., n), (8)

where Yt is the observed data at time t; Tt is the trend component; St is the seasonal component; and et

is the remainder component. The remainder component is the remaining variation in the data beyond
that in the seasonal and trend components.

Tt is described as a piecewise linear with segment-specific slopes and intercepts on m + 1 different
segments, as given by Equation (9), which can extract the fundamental features of data and reduce the
complexity of fitting curves [42].

Tt = αi + βit (τi−1 < t ≤ τi and i = 1, 2, ... m), (9)
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where τi is the position of the breakpoint; m is the total number of the breakpoints; and αi and βi
are the slope and intercept of the linear function during each sub-period (τi−1 < t ≤ τi). The change
magnitude is indicated by the slope. The breakpoint indicates an abrupt change that may be caused by
abrupt changes in climate and anthropogenic impact.

Similarly, the seasonal component is fixed between breakpoints, but can vary across breakpoints.
Here, a season harmonic model is used for the seasonal component represented by a widely-used
sinusoidal function, as given by Equation (10).

St =
K

∑
k=1

αj,ksin(
2πkt

f
+ δj,k) (τj−1 < t ≤ τj and j = 1, 2, ... p), (10)

where K is the number of harmonic terms; τj is the position of the breakpoints; and p is the
total number of the breakpoints. The unknown parameters are the segment-specific season
amplitude αj,k and phase δj,k, which can be determined using an unconstrained Levenberg–Marquardt
minimization with a universal optimization [43] on the detrended data; and f is the known frequency
(e.g., f = 7 annual observations for lakes area, AMT and AMP time series).

The breakpoint number and breakpoint location in time sequence is needed to identify breakpoints
of the trend and seasonal components. The ordinary least squares residuals-based moving sum
(OLS-MOSUM) test is used to determine whether breakpoints occur in the time-series variables [42].
The optimal number and location of breakpoints is determined by minimizing the Bayesian information
criterion and the sum of the regression residual squares, respectively, if the OLS-MOSUM test indicates
significant structural changes (p < 0.05) [44]. In this study, we use BFAST package in R [45].

3.4. Accuracy Assessment

3.4.1. MODIS–Landsat-7 ETM+ SR Comparison

The Landsat-7 ETM+ image acquired on the same dates as MODIS data have been demonstrated
to be qualified to validate the performance of downscaled SR [46]. Correlation and dependence index
(R2) as well as Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) [6] were calculated to test the robustness of IMAR.
Calculation of R2 and RMSD require ground footprints of the two sets of values match. Matching
the footprints of Landsat and MODIS observations, however, can be complicated by several issues
including data coordinate reference system (CRS), residual misregistration errors, sensor’s point spread
function (PSF), adjacency effect, and view angle effect [47]. In order to minimize their impact on the
agreement measures, these issues need to be addressed properly using the four processing steps:

(1) To be comparable between Landsat and MODIS pixels, the image was aggregated to MODIS
projection and pixel footprint.

(2) Homogeneous regions at the Landsat and the MODIS resolutions were identified. Specifically,
for the MODIS pixel, a value range is calculated as the difference between the maximum and
the minimum values of the 9 MODIS pixels in the 3 × 3 window centered at that MODIS
pixel. Similarly, the value range of all Landsat pixels located within a MODIS pixel coverage
is also calculated. The MODIS pixels with two value ranges less than 0.03 were considered to
be homogeneous.

(3) To avoid the potential impact of different view zenith angles on the reflectance values (BRDF
effect), only MODIS pixels having view zenith angles within the view zenith angle range of the
Landsat (i.e., ±7.5◦ from nadir) were used in the comparison.

(4) To minimize the impact due to cloud movement on the comparison results, both cloud and
shadow pixels from MODIS and Landsat were excluded using MODIS QA band.
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3.4.2. Spectral Fidelity Assessment

An important criterion for evaluation of the quality of fused images is the ability to conserve
spectral properties (i.e., coherence). The SR from IMAR and MAR were compared to the original
MODIS SR and coincidental Landsat-7 ETM+ SR to evaluate the consistency of IMAR. To match the
spatial scale of the downscaled data, the original pixels were interpolated to 250-m resolution using
Nearest Neighbor Interpolation (NNI). In addition, R2 and RMSD were calculated to measure the
agreement and disagreement between the original and downscaled MODIS SR by building linear
relationship between them.

3.4.3. Water Classification Test on Fused Images

Water bodies identified from the original and downscaled MODIS SR images were compared to the
water map manually interpreted from Landsat-7 ETM+ image for quality assessment. To match spatial
resolution, water map produced from ETM+ image was aggregated to MODIS spatial resolutions
using the principle of dominant method, which calculated the dominant majority type identified
by ETM+ pixels located within the extent of each corresponding MODIS pixel. The aggregated
water bodies were compared to the MODIS derived water maps. Confusion metrics were calculated
to measures the accuracies—overall classification accuracy (OCA), and omission and commission
errors (Eo and Ec, respectively) [6]. In addition, lakes morphometry measuring and analyzing lake
dimensions was utilized to evaluate the accuracy of lake mapping from downscaled results. Five
widely-used lake morphometry indexes were selected (maximum length and width, length of shoreline,
shoreline development index and fractal dimension). Maximum length is the distance on the lake
surface between the two most distant points on the lake shore while maximum width concerning lake
productivity is the distance on the lake surface at a right angle to the line of maximum length on a
lake. The length of shoreline refers to the perimeter of the lake [48]. Shoreline development index (DL)
determining the trophic nature of a lake relates shoreline length to circumference of a circle that has
the same area as the lake (Equation (11)). The fractal dimension (FD)—a measure of shape complexity
of the perimeter of shoreline—was widely used in spatial and landscape pattern analysis and there
are numerous related studies [33,49]. The fractal dimension of the lake can be derived mathematically
from Equation (12) [50]. A “box dimension” method was used to calculate the fractal dimension.
First, measure the quantities of the object under consideration using various box sizes. Second, plot
log (measured quantities) versus log (box sizes) and fit a Least-squares regression line through the
data points. The log–log plot is often referred to as the Richardson plot. Third, use the slope of the
regression line to derive the fractal dimension of the lake.

DL =
L

2πr
(11)

where L is the length of the lake shoreline; and r is the radius of a circle of area equal to that of the lake.

FD =
log(Nr)

log(1/r)
(12)

where Nr represents an object of Nr parts scaled down by a ratio of r. The FD derived from
Equation (12) is called fractal dimension. In this paper, r is different pixel sizes (1000, 500, 250,
50, 25, 5 and 1 m).

4. Results

4.1. Comparison of MODIS–Landsat-7 ETM+ SR

Figure 3 shows significant improvement of spatial delineation in IMAR result for the study area.
For example, visually, the edges of lakes (Figure 3d) were showing closer areas and shapes to the higher
resolution Landsat-7 ETM+ reference data (Figure 3a). The red pixels in the MAR result (Figure 3c)
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were fixed in IMAR result (Figure 3d). Although the downscaled composite (Figure 3e) from Wavelet
fusion was more comparable spectrally to the Landsat-7 ETM+ composite (Figure 3a) compared to the
result of IMAR (Figure 3d), some abnormal pixel values in the edge of lakes exist.Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 82 10 of 21 
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Figure 3. False color composite images (RGB: 624) over four lakes on 21 September 2001: (a) Landsat-7
ETM+ image aggregated to 250 m from 30 m spatial resolution; (b) original data at 500 m; (c) downscaled
result derived from MAR; (d) downscaled result derived from IMAR; and (e) downscaled result from
Wavelet fusion.

The performance of IMAR was further assessed qualitatively by comparing the MODIS and
aggregated Landsat-7 ETM+ SR in density plots. As shown in Figure 4, the regression models between
IMAR and aggregated Landsat-7 ETM+ SR (Figure 4) all have a closest 1:1 relationship for four bands,
supported by their slopes of 1.004, 0.996, 1.072 and 0.993. R2 values of 0.906, 0.957, 0.99 and 0.966, and
RMSD of 0.802, 0.508, 1.714 and 1.135. The comparison result between MAR and aggregated Landsat-7
ETM+ SR in Figure 4 was modeled by the slopes of 1.008, 0.995, 1.074 and 0.983, R2 values of 0.87,
0.933, 0.984 and 0.944, and RMSD of 0.847, 0.615, 1.728 and 1.498, respectively, which showed a slight
improvement compared to original MODIS observations result (Figure 4) with the slopes of 0.985, 0.99,
1.074 and 0.981, R2 values of 0.854, 0.921, 0.982 and 0.936, and RMSD of 0.845, 0.654, 1.757 and 1.561,
respectively. For the Wavelet fusion, the blue and green visible bands show a close link (R2 values of
0.868 and 0.947, and RMSD of 0.766 and 0.615) with Landsat SR while the R2 of two SWIR bands are
less than 0.6. Figure 4 shows the regions with lower SR (mostly located on the water pixels) can lead
to higher SR using Wavelet fusion, which limits the application of Wavelet fusion techniques to lake
mapping. Obviously, the closer 1:1 relationship, the higher R2 and lower RMSD showed the greater
performance of IMAR in image downscaling compared to the MAR and Wavelet results.
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Figure 4. Density plots of comparison between Landsat-7 ETM+ aggregated to 250 m and:
original 500 m observation (the first column); IMAR (the second column); MAR (the third column);
and Wavelet (the fourth column).

4.2. Fidelity of Downscaled MODIS SR

Considering the difference between downscaled and original composite image on spectral fidelity
(Figure 3), the SR from IMAR, MAR and Wavelet fusion were compared to original MODIS SR.
Figure 5 shows density plots of the three types of downscaled data for all four bands. As shown
in Table 2, the R2 of IMAR for four bands increased to 0.919 compared to 0.805 of MAR, and the
RMSD almost decreased by half to 2.585. Specifically, with higher R2 (0.9, 0.899, 0.92 and 0.957) and
lower RMSD (3.225, 3.227, 2.098 and 1.79), four improved downscaled bands of IMAR have the higher
correlation with the original coarser bands, especially for band 7 with R2 increasing from 0.646 to
0.957. R2 of MAR for all bands were less than 0.9 except for band 6 (0.907). The largest RMSD in MAR
result is 4.737 for band 7 where there was the smallest RMSD (1.79) in IMAR, which indicated the
obvious improvement for band 7 in terms of spectral fidelity. The higher scatter in two SWIR bands
(Figure 5g–h) for MAR is primarily caused by excessive enhancement in the pixels of higher SR owing
to the equally-weighted average method based on a 2 × 2 active window. In addition, the application
of PSF with a two-dimensional Gaussian function make the downscaled result in IMAR closer to
Landsat SR, which was especially apparent for blue and green visible bands. For Wavelet fusion, the
R2 of blue and green bands (0.914 and 0.916) were slightly higher than IMAR results while the RMSD
were higher (3.519 and 3.408) compared to IMAR results. Moreover, there were the largest deviations
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(4.46 and 6.339) on two SWIR bands, which indicated Wavelet fusion is not capable of preserving
spectral fidelity of original MODIS observation.
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bands; (e–h) MAR; and (i–l) Wavelet fusion. n is the number of pixels per unit area of the figure.

Table 2. Evaluation (in terms of R2 and RMSD) of the ability to preserve the spectral properties of the
observed coarse image.

Index IMAR MAR Wavelet

Metrics R2 RMSD R2 RMSD R2 RMSD

Band 3 (Blue) 0.9 3.225 0.838 4.508 0.914 3.519
Band 4 (Green) 0.899 3.227 0.83 4.673 0.916 3.408
Band 6 (SWIR1) 0.92 2.098 0.907 2.301 0.887 4.46
Band 7 (SWIR2) 0.957 1.79 0.646 4.737 0.91 6.339

overall 0.919 2.585 0.805 4.055 0.908 4.4315

4.3. Improvement of Water Classification on Fused Image

As shown in Figure 6, water maps derived from the proposed IMAR method had the highest
consistency with the reference water map due to decreased commission (red pixels) and omission
(yellow pixels) errors. The extracted lakes edges (Figure 6k) were smoother than the original MODIS
observation (Figure 6e) and MAR results (Figure 6h), and closer to the Landsat result (Figure 6b). Even
though lakes derived from Wavelet fusion held smoother shape (Figure 6n), the apparent omission
errors can be found in Figure 6o. The quantitative subpixel accuracy assessment results are summarized
in Table 3, where it is clear that the proposed IMAR method significantly outperforms the other three
related methods, because only IMAR method had the ability to achieve higher OCA ranging from
90.12% to 94.95% for four lakes and lower average Ec of 7.13% and an average Eo of 6.65%. Water maps
derived from original MODIS observation were the least accurate for four lakes. The highest OCA
was 90.09% for Lake III while the lowest OCA only stood at 78.23% for Lake IV. The OCA (fluctuating
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from 88.54% to 93.51%) of MAR for four lakes still were lower compared to the IMAR results.
In addition, for Lake II, even if the lake area of MAR (25.92 km2) is closer to reference area
(25.973 km2) compared to 25.705 km2 of IMAR, the Eo and Ec were higher than that of IMAR. In terms
of water errors from Wavelet fusion, the obvious omission errors can be found ranging from 6.85% to
11.46%, which indicated Wavelet fusion can underestimate water surface in general. The highest OCA
was 93.15% for Lake III, while the lowest OCA was 87.54% for Lake IV. The greater Ec and smaller Eo
were observed for original observation and MAR results, suggesting that the overall water surface
is over-estimated. Additionally, the linear models for lake areas were built between downscaled
results and the high resolution Landsat-7 ETM+ reference data. R2 for IMAR is the highest (0.9993),
and lowest R2 is 0.9699 for original MODIS. The R2 for MAR and Wavelet is 0.985 and 0.9887,
respectively. These results reveal the great potential of IMAR applied to MODIS data for small
lakes monitoring.
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Figure 6. Visual performance in extracted water bodies and spatial errors: (a) Landsat-7 ETM+ 543 band
false-color image; (b) water map derived from visual interpretation on (a); (c) aggregated reference
water map from (b); (d) MODIS 624 bands image at 500 m spatial resolution; (e) extracted result from
(d) based on water index method; (f) result of spatial error for (e) map; (g) original downscaled image
at 250 m; (h) extracted result from original downscaled image at 250 m; (i) result of spatial error for
(h) map; (j) improved downscaled image at 250 m; (k) extracted result from improved downscaled
image at 250 m; (l) result of spatial error for (k) map; (m) Wavelet fusion at 250 m; (n) extracted result
from (m); and (l) result of spatial error for (k) map.
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Table 3. The error statistics from 500 m observation, original and improved data.

Lakes Type OCA (%) Ec (%) Eo (%) Lake Area (km2) Reference Area (km2)

I
500 m 86.16 19.76 13.83 14.382

13.577MAR 88.54 17 11.46 14.328
IMAR 90.12 13.04 9.88 14.006

Wavelet 88.54 13.04 11.46 13.79

II
500 m 84.11 7.02 15.29 23.827

25.973MAR 92.15 7.64 7.85 25.92
IMAR 94.42 4.54 5.57 25.705

Wavelet 90.91 4.55 9.09 24.793

III
500 m 90.09 11.53 9.91 30.267

29.783MAR 93.51 9.91 6.49 30.804
IMAR 94.95 4.86 5.04 29.73

Wavelet 93.15 5.59 6.85 29.408

IV
500 m 78.23 7.57 7.21 17.602

17.495MAR 88.65 8.28 11.34 16.26
IMAR 91.72 6.09 6.09 17.495

Wavelet 87.42 3.68 12.58 15.938

In addition to Eo, Ec and OCA, five widely-used lake morphometry indexes (maximum length
and width, length of shoreline, shoreline development index and fractal dimension) also showed IMAR
held the better performance compared to MAR and Wavelet fusion. For every lake morphometry
index, the result from IMAR achieved the closest values to the Landsat ETM+ (Figure 7). On average,
compared to the shoreline lengths from Landsat for four lakes (50.04 km), the lengths from IMAR
were 49.63 km while the largest deviation was from MAR (54.44 km). The maximum length and width
of lakes was 12.626 km and 3.475 km for Landsat, and closest lengths and width to Landsat were
12.629 km and 3.417 km from IMAR while the length and width of lakes from Wavelet fusion were
smallest and only stood at 11.466 and 3.23 km. This result also indicated Wavelet fusion can lead
to obvious underestimate of lake distribution, which was consistent with the pattern of lake area
extraction of Wavelet fusion. The shoreline development indexes for Landsat and IMAR almost were
the same (3.064), whereas the index from Wavelet fusion was only 2.731. In terms of fractal dimension,
the index was 2.0019 for Landsat, but the original MODIS observation reached the largest value
of 2.0135 among other downscaled methods.
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4.4. Lake Dynamics Trend

The downscaled and water detection methods are applied to all 190 MODIS tiles to estimate
lake dynamics over the period between 2000 and 2014 at 250-m resolution. Considering the lakes
in the TP have long frozen and snow covering period, we only analyze lake extents identified from
May to November. To remove random noises, for each month in specific year, there may be several
lake layers, which can be integrated to the monthly water mapping using the majority principle.
The detected water extents of the four lakes from 2000 to 2014 were decomposed to fitted seasonal,
trend and remainder components (Figure 8). For the fitted trend components, the area of three lakes
except for Lake II experienced a gradual increase since circa 2005, while there was a continuous
decrease from 2000 to circa-2005. The fitted seasonal trend indicates four lakes dynamics is closely
related to the seasonality.

Specifically, Lake I had the smallest area (4.907 km2) in 2005 and the decreasing rate was
nearly 3.12 km2/10a. However, there was a reverse trend since June 2005 (detected breakpoint),
and the increasing rate was 13.08 km2/10a. Lake II showed a continuous increasing trend
(7.08 km2/10a), and there was no breakpoint detected during 15 years. Obviously, the area of Lake
III showed the similar trend as Lake I, and the decreasing rate and increasing rate was 1.8 km2/10a
and 9.36 km2/10a, respectively. There were two breakpoints for Lake III. Conversely, there was a
complicated variation for Lake IV. The area declined to 8.369 km2 in 2005 with the decreasing rate of
29.04 km2/10a, and then started to increase continuously until 2008 with the largest increasing rate of
31.8 km2/10a, and ended with a smallest decreasing rate of 1.2 km2/10a.

In terms of the seasonal component, the variation pattern of lakes area indicates the obvious
seasonality. Lake I and Lake II had higher seasonal amplitudes (−3–1) in comparison to Lake III and
Lake IV (−2–1), which implies the former lakes changed more significantly during the specific year.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Usability of CC, OW, PSF for Downscaling Method

In this paper, when building regression model in IMAR, three factors were considered.
First, the valuable fine spatial resolution texture information should be used efficiently. In theory,
both bands 1 and 2 can be used for building the relation between fine and coarse bands,
which involves multivariate regression. However, using all fine bands as covariates does not necessarily
lead to an improvement in the prediction. Some variables may have small correlations limiting the
ability of providing useful fine spatial resolution information. In MAR, based on the non-linear
correlation between MODIS B3 to B7 and B1, B2 and NDVI, a regression model was designed to
calculate regression parameters for 500 m resolution, which was then applied to MODIS 250 m B1 and
B2 to predict corresponding B3-7 SR [6]. Redundancy in B1, B2 and NDVI led to the higher scatter of
two visible bands (Figure 4). In this paper, one fine band is selected from bands 1 and 2. The CC (R2 and
RMSD) of seven bands for MODIS data has been investigated widely, which were used to explore the
possible correlation between MODIS bands [15,51]. Therefore, based on the CC of spectral similarity
between MODIS bands, only the fine band with strongest CC was determined as the one spectrally
closest to the coarse band. According this scheme for fine band selection, a fine band from bands 1 and
2 for each coarse band of bands 3–7 was determined as the one spectrally closest to the coarse band.
The simple linear relationship, on the one hand, can maintain the similar correlation between MODIS
bands, which can be demonstrated from Figure 3. The higher scatter in MAR was reduced in IMAR.
On the other hand, model building helped to boost computation efficiency. Second, the calculation of
regression coefficient required pixel subset within similar natural condition (e.g., similar climatic and
ecological zones, vegetation type, geolocation and sun-view geometry effects). Wang et al. [17] used
one set of regression coefficient for the entire MODIS tile. Small sub-regions and classification of each
region were also explored by Trishchenko et al. [52] to build non-linear regression model for every
vegetation type, which indicated complex land cover classification, and even the same vegetation type
cannot guarantee the spectral similarity owe to larger geolocation deviation. Instead, Che et al. [6]
utilized NDVI segmentation as regression unit to derive the regression coefficient, but some outliers
existed at the transition boundary of different land covers (Figure 3c), which was primarily caused
by the regression model built using pixels located in the heterogeneous regions. In this paper, each
pixel had a specific OW determined by the minimum residual, which facilitated identifying the similar
pixels to precisely calculate the coefficients of regression model for the target pixel. Third, even though
efforts were made to improve the performance of regression model, there were still some residuals.
It is another significant advantage of IMAR to precisely preserve spectral properties of the coarse data
with PSF to eliminate the residuals. The PSF effect exists in remote sensing images, which indicates the
pixel value in coarse images is derived from a convolution of fine pixel values within the particular
extent centered at the corresponding pixel at 500 m [53]. Some previous study tended to use a simple
2 × 2 pass filter to ensure that any substantial mismatch between regression results and original 500 m
MODIS imagery was removed [6,54]. For mixed pixels at 500 m resolution at the edge of the lakes,
SR values of the corresponding four pixels at 250 m change greatly, especially in the two MODIS
SWIR bands (Figure 3). As a result, the equally-weighted average method with a simple 2 × 2 pass
filter in MAR generally caused excessive enhancement in the pixels of higher SR and widened the
distinction among neighboring pixels. This error tends to have higher SR values than the original
MODIS observation (Figure 5g–h). In IMAR, a two-dimensional Gaussian function is used for PSF
calculation considering the target pixel radiation derived from the neighboring pixels with different
Euclidean distance-based weights, which made it possible to preserve the spectral fidelity because this
PSF calculation incorporated more information from coarse data. On the whole, the regression part
of IMAR took advantage of fine spatial resolution information from fine bands, while the PSF part
downscale residuals by considering the spatial correlation between the coarse pixels in the observed
coarse bands. The two parts were complementary. The regression part helped to derive coherence of
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the coarse data, while using the PSF part can restore the high frequency details mainly encapsulated in
boundaries and heterogeneous texture.

On the other hand, although we used CC, OW, PSF to improve the accuracy of downscaling
method, these still exists be some problems. For example, the systematic errors between MODIS and
Landsat cannot be removed efficiently when comparing, which can be found in Figure 4, especially
for two SWIR bands. The much narrower bandwidths of the two MODIS SWIR bands made it
possible to avoid the spectral ranges with lower atmospheric transmittance that were covered by the
Landsat SWIR bands [47]. As a result, most MODIS SR values were higher than the Landsat values
in those two bands (Figure 4), and the SWIR bands had higher RMSD values than the other 2 bands,
which may be another important research of using MODIS and Landsat data in the near future.

5.2. Analysis of Lake Dynamics

As shown in Figure 8, except for Lake II showing a steady increase, the area of other three lakes
fluctuated, and breakpoints were detected. For Lake I, BFAST detected the breakpoint on June 2005,
and a slight decrease before 2005 and an increase after 2005 is consistent with the lake dynamic trend
explored by Duan et al. using the Landsat data [55]. For Lake III, the breakpoint existed on November
2002, primarily caused by the discontinuity of lakes data from November 2002 to May 2003. For Lake
IV, the first breakpoint was identified on November 2004 probably resulted from the discontinuity
of lakes data from November 2004 to May 2005, while the abrupt change in 2008 is likely due to a
large-scale continuous precipitation between 15–19 June 2007 [56], which is also consistent with the
results by Duan et al. [55].

Variations in temperature and precipitation strongly affect lakes and glaciers by influencing the
hydrological cycle and water phase variability [57]. Around four lakes, there is a Madoi meteorological
station (Figure 1), and the temperature and precipitation change were analyzed to explored lakes
dynamics. Figure 9 shows from 2000 to 2014, the average temperature experienced a gradual increase,
and increasing rate was about 0.372 ◦C/10a, and the increasing rate of precipitation was approximately
5.136 mm/10a, which showed similar tendency as water surface dynamics of Lake II. Meantime,
the correlations between lakes area and meteorological variables are analyzed quantitatively at
monthly scale, which can be identified using Pearson correlation coefficient (R2) [58]. Table 4
indicates lakes dynamics has a strong correlation with the variation of temperature (0.598–0.728) and
precipitation (0.61–0.735), especially for Lake II with the highest R2 of more than 0.7 for two variables.
This correlation indicated a potential indicator of climate change of study area using the surface
variation of Lake II, while the other three lakes with lower R2 were inappropriate to indicate climate
change. Additionally, without the decomposing process based on BFAST, the R2 only ranges from 0.159
to 0.295, which cannot accurately identify the close relationship between lakes area and temperature
and precipitation. The results also indicated the BFAST is appropriate and robust for change analysis
in various situations, including lake area dynamics and the meteorological variables change.

Lake surface dynamics were affected by many factors such as the structure of lakes, surrounding
topography, hydrological processes (e.g., inflows and outflows, and evaporation capacity) [59].
Up to now, little research is concentrated on these lakes of small size, which makes it difficult to
comprehensively analyze the lake surface dynamic using adequate auxiliary data. This indicates
that the lake dynamics is more complicated and requires further research for exploring the driver of
lakes variations.
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Table 4. Correlation analysis for four lakes between lakes area and meteorological variables (average
monthly temperature (AMT) and precipitation (AMP)).

Lakes Lake I Lake II Lake III Lake IV

Variables AMT AMP AMT AMP AMT AMP AMT AMP

Trend 0.955 0.955 0.999 0.999 0.604 0.604 0.767 0.767
Season 0.425 0.447 0.457 0.471 0.605 0.636 0.428 0.452

Fitted_overall 0.69 0.701 0.728 0.735 0.605 0.62 0.598 0.61
Unfitted_overall 0.159 0.251 0.234 0.248 0.295 0.265 0.166 0.194

6. Conclusions

Considering the limitations in MAR, this paper presented an improved downscaling method,
called IMAR for MODIS image. It fuses coarse bands 3–7 with fine bands 1 and 2, which consists of
regression modeling and residuals interpolation using PSF. The performance of IMAR is proven
to be excellent when comparing with original MODIS, MAR and Wavelet fusion. Meanwhile,
the ability of IMAR to improve the extraction of water bodies was tested on four lakes (Longre
Co, Ayonggongma Co, Ayonggama Co, and Ayongwama Co) in the TP. The smoother edge of lakes,
smaller commission and omission errors and closest lake morphometry indexes to that of Landsat
ETM+ show the improvement over the original downscaled data in terms of downscaled SR and water
classification. When analyzing lakes dynamics, BFAST is used to decompose time series into trend,
seasonal, and remainder components. It is found that four lakes change indicate obvious seasonality,
and experience a continuous expansion trend after circa-2005. The relationship between lakes area and
meteorological variables (temperature and precipitation) was analyzed using BFAST. The higher R2

demonstrates the lakes dynamics is directly related to the temperature and precipitation variation and
indicates a potential indicator of climate change of study area using the surface variation of Lake II,
which also has proven the robustness of BFAST in decomposing trend and season time-series.
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